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TYPICAL FIGETER-T7PE AIRPLANE 

By Hoy H. Lens© 

SmßvlART 

The factors that affoct the rate of change of rolling moment 
with yaw of a typical fighter-type airplane were investigated in 
the Langley full-scale tunnel on a typical fighter-type airplane. 
Eight representative flight conditions vero~ investigated in detail» 
The separate effects of propeller operation, of the wing-fuselage 
combination, and of the vertical tail to the effective dihedral of 
tho airplane in each condition were determined. 

The results of tho tests shoved tiiAt for the airplane with 
the propeller removed, the wing-fuselage combination had positive 
dihedral effoct which increased considerably with increasing angle 
of attack for all conditions» Flap deflection decreased the dihedral 
effect of the wing-fuselage comhination slightly as compared with 
that with the flaps retracted. The contribution of the vertical 
tail to Cr, of the airplane with the propeller removed decreased 

from ahout 0.0002 at a » 1*0° to zero for angles of attack 
greater than 8.9°. Flap deflection resulted in negative dihedral 
effect due to the vertical tail. Propeller operation decreased 
the lateral stability parameter of the airplane for all the con- 
ditions investigated with larger decreases hoing measured for the 
flaps deflected conditions« 

EWROHUCTION 

Systematic wind-tunnel tests were made in .the Langloy full- 
scale tunnel to determine tho factors affecting the static direc- 
tional and lateral stability charactoristies of a typical fighter- 
type airplane. The results ef the directional stability tests 
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are given in reference 1. The present report give3 the results 
of the tests made to determine the lateral stability characteristics. 

The lateral stability' tests consisted of the determination of 
the rolling momenta of the airplane in yaw for a wide range of 
flight conditions. For each of the flignt conditions- investigated, 
tests vere  made of the complete airplane, of the airplane less 
the propeller, of the air-plane less the vertical tail, and of the 
airplane lees both the propeller and the vertical tail« The 
effect of landing—flap deflection on the lateral stability char- 
acteristics was also investigated. The data thus obtained permitted 
determinations of the separate contributions of the propeller, of 
the wing—fuselage ccn!.bina"cion, and of the vertical tail to the 
effective dihedral of the complete airplane. 

SYMSOIS 

CL lift coefficient (Lift/q0S) 

0-, rolling-moment coefficient (l/q Sb) 

Tc effective thrast coefficient (Te/2qQD
2) 

Qc torque coefficient (Q/2qQD ) 

L      moment about X-axis; positive when it tend3 to depress 
right win^ 

TQ effective propeller thrust (XE -~'Xl) 

X^ resultant, force along X-axis with propeller operating 

XT force along X-axis, propeller removed 

Q propeller torque 

D propeller diameter (13.08 ft) 

S wing area (33^ sq ft) 

b wing span (te.83 ft) 

\J/ angle of yaw, degrees; positive with left wing forward 

a      angle of attack of fuselage reference line relative to 
free-stream direction, degrees 
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8f angle of flap deflection* degrees 

ß propeller blade angle at 0.75 radiU3, degrees 

a free—stream dynamic pressure 

T^ indicated airspeed 

Cv rate of change of    G^,    with reapect to   TA    per degree 
V 

^C-u, increment of    C?      contributed by the vertical tail 

\  fy(tail installed) ^(tail removed)/ 

AIBPIAH3 

The tests were made of the Grumman X$6E~k3  which is a low 
midwing single—place fighter airplane weighing about 11,U00 pounds 
and equipped with a Pratt & Whitney B-280O-27 engine rated at 
l600 horsepower at 2400 rpm at an altitude of 5700 feet. A 
three—view drawing of the airplane showing the principal dimensions 
and surface areas is given in figure 1, Betalls of the vertical 
tail surface are giver* in figure 3 of reference 1. Photographs 
of the airplane mounted on the balance-support struts in the 
Langley full-scale tunnel are given as figure 2. She vertical 
tail was removed from the airplane for some of the tests and was 
replaaed by a fairing shown in the photograph of figure 3* 

METHODS AND ÜESTS 

*Tests.— All the. tests were mad© with the airplane landing 
gear retracted and the Gowling flaps closed at a tunnel airspeed 
of approximately 60 miles per hour3 which corresponds to a 
Eeynolds number of approximately hj 380^000 based on a mean wing 
chord of 7«§0 feet, The rudder was locked in the neutral for all 
the tests with the vertical tail in place. No attempt was made 
in the tests to duplicate the "blow-up" characteristics of the 
landing flaps« 

The separate effects of the airplane component parts on'the 
rolling moments of the complete airplane were determined for the 
eight representative,flight conditions summarized in table I, 
Forces and moments were measured on the airplane for each 
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flight aondition at approximately 5° inorements of angle of yaw 
between ±15°. For each flight condition, ..tecto were made of the 
airplane with the propeller both removed and operating and with 
the vertical tail surface both removed and in place. 

For the tests with the propeller operating, it was desired 
to simulate tu9 variations shown in figure h  of thrust and torque 
coefficient with lift coefficient for constant—power operation 
at 3ea level. It was found that these relationships could very 
nearly be reproduced with a constant propeller-blade-angle setting- 
of 24.8° measured at the 0.75 radius; hence, this blade-angle 
setting was used for all the tests.with the propeller operating. 
A comparison of the.variation of thrust coefficient with torque 
coefficient for constant-power operation and for the propeller 
with a blade-angle setting of 2k. Q° measured at the 0„75 radius 
is shown in figure 5. For the idling-power conditions, the engine 
was run at the lowest speed considered possible (700 rpm) without 
fouling the engine spark plugs* The thrust and torque coeffi- 
cients thus obtained for the idling-power conditions were 0.01 
and O.OO5, respectively. 

Precision of measurements„~ The accuracy of the results is 
shown by the scatxer of the teßt points of figures 6 and 7. 
Although considerable scatter is shown in seme caaes, it is 
believed that the fairing of the curves represents a mean evaluation 
of the data. Deviations of the test results from zero for apparent .'I y 
symmetrical conditions'are probably due.to differences in the air- 
plane on the two sides of tho plane of symmetry and to asymmetries 
in the tunnel flow. 

EFSULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data are given in standard nondimensional coefficient 
form with reöpect to the stability axes and center-of-gravity 
location shown in figure 1. The stability axes are a system of 
axes having their origin at the center of gravity and in which 
the Z-axis is in the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the 
relative vind, the X—axis is in the plane of symmetry and per- 
pendicular to the Z-axis, and the Y—axis is. perpendicular to the 
plane of symmetry. 

The results of the force tests are given in figures 6 and 7 
which show the variations of C^ with V for each of the eight 
test conditions listed in table I, For  each test condition,curves 
are presented for the complete airplane, for the airplane with 
the propeller removed, for the airplane with the vertical tail 
removed, and for the airplane with both the propeller 
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and the vertical tail removed« No test points are shown in fig- 
ures 6 and 7 for the propeller removed data aa these data were 
obtained frcm faired curves« Values of C-, , for the complete 

airplane in each flight attitude investigated are given in table X« 
From these values of Cj,, the effective dihedral can be determined, 

assuming that a C-,      of 0,0002 is equivalent to 1° of effective 
dihedral.        4" 

Tests with Propeller Semoved 

Wing-fuselage combinatiork.~ Values of C^  for the wing- 

fuselage combination are shown plotted in figure 8 as a function of 
angle of attach for flaps retracted and flaps deflected 5°°* These 
values of Cj  were obtained from tlio results shown in figure 7 at 

small angles of yaw (between "fy  = ^5°) fo*" the airplane with the 
propeller and the vertical tail removed. As shown in figure 8 the 
wing—fuselage combination has positive dihedral effect which 
increases with angle of attp.ck both with the flaps retracted and 
with flaps deflected 50°. With flaps retracted the value of C^ 

increased fro?a 0.0012 at a = 1*0° to about 0,0022 at a = 12.3°. 
Flap deflection decreased the value of C^  slightly throughout 

the angle—of—attack range investigated« 

Theoretical computations were made in an effort to account for 
the large increases in Cj , with angle of attack. The results of 

these computations given, in figure l6 of reference 2 indicate a 
value of C7  for the wing alone of 0.001^6. No account is taken 

in the theory for the effect of ^ing-tip shape« Reference 3 shows 
large increases in the value of C^  with angle of attack for a 

wing having blunt tips. It is expected from the data of refer- 
ence k  that the low midwint; position on this airplane would pro- 
duce wing—fuselage interference tending to decrease the value 
of CT. with angle of attack. It is indicated, therefore, from 

the data of figure 8 that the effects of blunt wing tips predominate» 

Vertical tail«— The increments of C.^  at small angles of 

yaw (\}/= ±5°) due to the addition of the vertical tail to the 
airplane are given in figure 9. With the flaps retracted, the 
contribution of the vertical tail to C7, decreases from 

about 0.0002 at a » 1.0° to about 0 for angles of attack greater 
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than 8.9°. (See fig. 9.) At low angles of attack the center of 
pressure of the vertical tail is above the center of gravity of 
the airplane which results in an increment of positive dihedral 
effect. The flow conditions of the tail are such as to produce a 
small decrease of CU  with angle of attack, (See reference 1.) 

It is believed, however, that as the angle of attack is increased 
the center of pressure of the vertical tail is lowered with respect 
to the center of gravity of the airplane and thus has the predominate 
effect on the decrease of ^Cit, • 

Vt 
Flap deflection resulted in negative dihedral effect due to 

the vertical tail throughout the range of angle of attack investi- 
gated.  (See fig. 9.) While the roason for this change in the 
increment of 0^ due to the vertical tail with flap deflection 

is not apparent, it is believed that change in flow conditions 
at the tail due to flap deflection may be the cause for this change. 

Effects cl/ Propeller Operation 

The values of Cj  of the complete airplane with the pro— 
V 

peller opeiating were obtained from figure 6 and are listed in 
table I and are compared with the values of C^ for the airplane 

with the propeller removed. For the airplane with the flaps 
retracted and deflected 50°, propeller operation decreased the 
values of C^ at angles of yaw between ±5° for all the conditions 

investigated. With the flaps retracted a slight increase in 
effective dihedral with angle of attack was noted. These results 
are not what would normally be expected inasmuch as previously 
published data for this eirolane and date for other airplanes 
of similar type indicate a decrease in effective dihedral with 
increasing angle of attack. With the flaps deflected 50°, the 
decrease of effective dihedral due to propeller operation was 
about 0.0001 for the landing condition (idling power, Tc = 0.01), 
about 0.0007 for the approach condition (0,65 rated power, 
Tc s» 0.33), and about 0,0009 for the wave-off condition (rated 
power, T = O.51), as shown in table I. c 

The decrease in effective dihedral caused by propeller opera- 
tion is due mainly to the fact that, when the airplane is yawed, 
the slipstream is deflected over the trailing-wing panel which 
increases the dynamic pressure, and consequently, the lift of the 
trailing wing. This increased trailing-wing lift produces rolling 
moments which tend to decrease the effective dihedral. The 
rotational component of the propeller slipstream tends to increase 
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the effective dihedral as Indicated by the sidewash angle values 
given in reference 1;  however, this effect i3 overbalanced "by 
the slipstream action on the yawed ving aa shown In table I« 
These effects are larger with the fiapd deflected because the lift 
increment due to the propeller slipstream over the wing with flaps 
deflected is greater than with the flaps retracted. 

The effect of propeller operation on the effective dihedral 
of the wing-fuselage combination is shown In figure 7 which pi events 
tail—removed curves of Cj versus ty    for the airplane with both 
the propeller operating and with the propeller removed. Yalues 
of C^r, of the wing- fuselage combination at small angles of yaw 

with the propeller operating are summarized In table I for all the 
conditions investigated. Values of C^. for corresponding angles 

of attack but with the propeller removed are also given in table I 
for comparison. The curves of figure 7 with the propellers operating 
Include both the direct effect of the propeller forces and the 
effect of slipstream passage over the wing—fuselage combination. 

As shown by table I, propeller operation decreased the dihedral 
effect of the wing-fuselage combination appreciably for all con- 
ditions except those with idling power. For the two idling-power 
conditions (gliding and landing) the effect of propeller operation 
was negligible. As expected, the decrease in dihedral effect due 
to propeller operation was greater for the flaps—deflected condi- 
tions than for the flaps—retracted ccndltions. For the wave-off 
condition (rated power  Tc =0.51)., the value of Cj^ of the 

wing-fuselage combination wa3 decreased 0,0011 as a result of 
propeller operation. At the same thruat coefficient but with flaps 
retracted (climb condition}, the value of Cj a. of the wing—fuselage 

combination decreased only 0.0002 due to propeller operation. 

The effects of the propeller slipstream on the contribution 
of the vertical tail to the effective dihedral is shown in table II 
which gives increments of C^ due to the vertical tall with, the 

propeller removed and with the propeller operating,-• The results 
of- table II show no consistent variations of £07   with propeller 

Vb 
operation; however, the effects of the propeller slipstream on the 
contribution of the vertical tail to the airplane effective dihedral 
are genexally small. 
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STJMMAEy. OF HSSUiaS 

Data are presented of measurements made in the Langley full- 
scale tunnel on a typical fighter-type airplexie to investigate 
the factors affecting the rate of change of rolling moment with 
yaw of a fighter-typo airplane« Although these data are quanti- 
tative for this particular airplane, the trends are believed to 
be generally applicable to reasonably similar airplanes • The 
results are summarized as follows: 

1. With tlie flaps both retracted and deflected 50°, the wing- 
fuselage combination with the propeller removed had positive 
dihedral effect at angles of yaw 'between ±5° which increased 
considerably with increasing angle of attack, 

2. Flap deflection decreased the lateral-stability 
parameter Ci , of the wing-fuselage combination with propeller 

removed slightly at small angles of yaw as compared with that 
obtained with flaps retracted. 

3. For the airplane with the propeller removed and with flaps 
retracted, the contribution of the vertical tail to Cr. 

decreased from about 0,0002 at a * 1,0° to about zero for angles 
of attack greater than 8.9°. Flap deflection resulted in negative 
dihedral effect due to the vertical tail throughout the range of 
angle of attack investigated, 

k.  Propeller operation decreased the lateral stability 
parameter of the airplane at small angles of yaw for all the con- 
ditions investigated. With the flaps retracted the effect of 
propeller operation was small; however, with the flaps deflec- 
ted 50° tlie decrease of effective dihedral due to propeller 
•operation was about 0.0C01 for the landing condition, 
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about 0.C0O7 for the landing-approach, condition, and about 0»0009 
for the wave-off condition. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical laboratory 
National Advisory Comitt©e for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va* 
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TABIS I.- EFFECT OF PKOPEIIER OEERATTOIT ON TEE VAEOBS OF   0,.    OF THE 

COMPLETE AIRPLAKE MD OF THE WOHG-FUBELAlCa: COMBINATION 

.1 

Sr 
(deg) 

a Cj, 
Condition Power 

(teg) (a) 
Complete airplane Wing-fuselage combination 

Propeller Propeller Propeller Propeller 
operating removed operating removed 

Climb Bated (T0 * 0.05) 0 1.0 0.24 0.0014 0,0014 O.OOO9 0,0012 
Climb Bated. (Tc = 0.11) 0 3> M •0014 .ÖOI7 ,0012 .0014 
ClUiib Bated (Tc * 0.30) 

Bated (Tc » O.51) 
0 8.9 •96 .OOiB »0020 .0016 .0020 

Climb 0 12,3 1.39 ,0020 .0022 •0020 ,0022 
aiide "Hug (TU x= n,m) 0 9.2 .83 .0019 .0020 .0019 .0020 
Landing approach 0,65 rated (T   = 0,33) 50 5.8 1.37 .0006 .0013 ,0008 ,0016 
Wave-off Bated (Tc «= O.51) 50 h-9 1.39 ,0003 .0012    j ,0004 .0015 
TjBDcM.pg Idling (Tc « 0,01) 50 11,8 I.58 .0015 .0016 .0021 ,0020 

Values given for   Cr    are values with the propeller operating, 

values given for slopes are average values between ty = 5°   aDl^L • • ~5 

9 

O) 

HATIOKAL AUVISOBT 
CQMMIOTE FOB AEBONADEICS 

S 
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TABUS II.- C0J3TKEFJTI0N, OF VERTICAL TAIL TO    Cj 
* 

Condition a 
(£6g) 

6f 

(äeg) 

(a) 

Propeller 
operating 

Propeller 
removed 

Climb 1*0 0 0.0005 0.0002 

Climb 3.* 0 .0003 .0003 

Climb 8.9 0 .0002 0 

Climb 22.3 0 0 0 

Glide 9.2 0 0 0 

Landing approach 5^8 50 -.0002 -.0003 

Wave off h.9 50 -.0001 -.0003 

landing 11.8 50 -.0006 -.000k 

Values given tor elopee are average valueü between    ty = >° 
and    y\f = —5°. 

RATIONAL ADVISOHy 
COMMITTEE FOE AEOTAUTICS 
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Wing area  (including ailerons, flaps, and 
48.5sq fl of body area) 334sq ft 
Control surface areas: 

Full flap area (NACA slotted) 39.8sq ft 
Total horizontal tail surface area... 77.84 sq ft 
Fin area (inch 1.9 sq ft of contained 

rudder balance) 14.4 sq ft 
Rudder area aft of hinge 

(inch 0.62 sq ft of tab) 9.0sq ft 

Engine Pratt  and   Whitney R-2800-27 
BMP normal rating, 1600 at 2400 rpm at 5700 ft 
Hamilton Standard Hydromatic Propeller. 

Blade Design 650IA-0 
Propeller gear ratio,   2'l 
Gross vefght,     11,400 lb 

> 
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00 
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Figure   /.-   Three-view drawing of the airplane. 
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(a)   Front view 

Figure 2.-  Airplane mounted for tests In the Langley full-scale tunnel. 
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(b)   Side view. 

Figure 2.-   Concluded. 
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Figure 3.-   Three-quarter side view of airplane with vertical tail removed and tail 
fairing installed. 
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Horsepower 

Rated power 1600 

0.65 rated power 1040 

p, 24.8° measured at 0.75R 

Engine rpm 

2400 

I960 

.1 .2 .3 .4 

Thrust coefficient^ £ 

Figure 5. - Comparison of variation of £ with Qc 

for constant-power operation and for 

the propeller  with blade anqle fixed 

of 24.6° at 0.75radius. 
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